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About This Game

Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen!

Today we will be exploring the mind of a young roboticist named Nash!
Let's hope we find something entertaining!

NashBored is an RPG taking place in a world of strange, twisted thoughts and demented nightmares.
Follow Nash as she is sent on a perilous journey across the valleys and hills of her own brain!

Are these just simple dreams, or is something darker at play here?

Lead Nash closer to discovering something terrible!

Features

A classic style turn-based RPG.

Awesome Experimental Soundtrack

Discover the truth of what's on Nash's mind

Multiple endings to find
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Traverse bizarre landscapes

Strange Slime Monstrosities to keep you on your toes
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It's really hard to pin this game into a genre. It's an exploratory puzzle game, but feels kinda like an idle game and definitely has
a storyline. It's uinque and quirky and if that sounds like something you might be interested in, I recommend it.

You can see my first impression playthrough here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c1ER8sdCeF4. It is clear that this game is not be taken seriously, but if we took
everything seriously we'd all be egdy ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s.
The point of the game is to embrace the stupidity, and its even better if your playing with friends to have more fun. Hey Kid, do
you like being forced through the same nausea inducing game mechanic over and over again? GREAT! This is the game for
you! See that spinning stone in the pit at the 00:47 mark in the trailer? Get ready to do that barely working nauseating
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t about 40 FORTY times.. Deep and engaging, remarkably well-written,
strongly-conceived. There were a few flaws here and there, but only a few. I was thoroughly drawn-in and absorbed by the
writing and the scenario itself. Strong recommendation if you understand what type of game this is and are comfortable with the
strengths and limitations of the format (text-based COYA).. This game really hit home for me. If you played Sweetest Monster
you'll enjoy this one for sure. Remember, there are no second chances.. Garbage. Refunded.. I think I've finally had enough
I think I maybe think too much
I think this might be it for us
Blow me one last k i s s . . .. its GOOD AND FUN. Not bad, quite interesting.. I did not enjoy my time with this game.

Voice commands did nothing to add to the experience for me. I went to using the mouse and keyboard because repeating myself
did not feel great.

Units don't feel balanced. Am I to believe that 1 Riflemen unit out in the open with no cover can over power two groups of my
Gunships? Once enemy infantry do take cover, you pretty much have to take them out with artillery or overpower them with 4-5
units. I don't understand why Riflemen function like superheroes. My Engineers can take cover and be destroyed by a single unit
of tanks, but when the enemy does it, I have to bring everyone or make it rain brimstone.

Artillery > Riflemen > all other units. (Gunships are pretty fantastic at taking out Artillery unless they're protected by
Riflemen.)

Upgrades in the singleplayer campaign don't feel like they do anything. They always felt underpowered against the enemy's
equivalent and would lose in one-on-one's with me having an advantage. Some of the unit abilities are fun.

Camera angles are annoying and restrict you from making good calls. Having to switch between units to see what they see is
tedious.

No online (pretty much).

Game looks nice.

Missions are samey.

Superweapons really hamper my ability to enjoy the game. I went out of my way to avoid the conditions that cause
superweapons to trigger in matches. Did you have a couple units protecting a base? Boom, they're gone (as is the base/uplink).
Oh, you spread them out and think they're safe. Boom, gone. Units can't move fast enough as the missile drops very quickly. It
encourages spreading units out. Really out. Annoying at best.
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it is true that i only played 10 mintes of this game accuding to steam but iv plaerd more like 15 hours by doing the fowlling.

mac os x 10.10: go to go hold alt tune clack labaty. clack appucsen support, steam, steam apps\/ comman tune find spyfox hold
the misterd.

windows xp and above: c hard drave, tune progrum files x86 ( 64-bit only), steam, steam apps and comman find the game there.

i don't why i am seeing so mush negive reviews for this game, shere it is not moving awend for buildings, cool robites, dinding
chamels. like in spyfox dry cetle.
the thing is spy fox 1, 2 exspilly 3 is way too tough, for a regler 6 year old. my yinger sister he is becoming 7 this may. always
play spyfox hold the misterd, becuse it is easy to follew by moving your mouse and hit this green portles. sure your sorp bing
distred is not ideo, but it thises kids to be peshahrd.

i thick of games like this is a stapping stone for kids without this game my ynger sister lilly, will naver to fruddy fish or even
putt-putt without thoshing disoplen.
I Mysalf don't hit this game it is my last fivaite humonggers enterment. for boing game play, even just shoting stuff.

for thise negitve hitters out thoew i'm soo sorry, that you might not care about good kids games, that this company disives.

thicks from Wright Micah
. My fiance bought me this game because I am autistic and our daughter is named Max. I happen to love this game and
recommend it highly to anyone who wants to have a fun time!. Cyberhunt was the standout game from the Nukgames bundle I
purchased. I can best describe it as Asteroids crossed with a sort of bullet hell game. The objective of the game is to simply to
survive as long as you can destroying enemies along the way and unlocking a metric ton of achievements. Enemies randomly
drop power ups primarily consisting of weapon upgrades such as powerful lasers, spread shot, explosives and homing missiles.
Additionally, there are power ups that temporary boost the power or speed of your shots along with shields, extra lives and
bombs. The limited resource of bombs can help get out of being overwhelmed. There are a handful of enemy types including
big craft able to take more damage, tracking craft following you to the edge of the screen and even powerful space tanks that
are tough and shoot back. The game play is simple but incredibly fun. I constantly found myself chasing achievements to mix up
game play. The graphics are basic but functional, though; I can't say I was impressed with theme of fighting space cops.. Slick,
stylistic puzzle platforming. Feels responsive and at times panic-inducing while other levels are lulling in their simplicty.. It's
times like this I wish there was a neutral option for a review!
This game is not for me, but I can certainly tell that there is an audience for it, and it does not deserve a thumbs down.
I give a quick overview of the basics of the game and my opinions here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=t3c6HtLqjcc
If you would like to check it out.
. There is a dedicated bark button. Normally if a review opened with this you might think I was just joking because XDDD
JAJAJAJAJA THERE IS A DEDICATED BARK BUTTON SCOOB XDDDDDDDDD.

But no. The bark button is symbolic of the dev's attention to detail and overall love of this game.

That, and XDDD JAJAJAJAJAJ THERE IS A DEDICATED BARK BUTTON SCOOB XDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Things truly get crazy when you reach the green level 3 :). While it is nice to have a "conclusion", this was alas underwhelming,
too short with "recycled" adversaries.. Go play Bk mod instead - more polished and balanced.. game clone of Plants vs Zombies
; very funny ★ ★ ★ ★ 4/5. If blasting zombies to♥♥♥♥♥♥is your thing then this is your game.
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